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Aerial robotics and flying robots are progressively expanding into complex urban and natural environments. Despite remarkable advancements in the field, robotic rotorcraft is still drastically limited by the environment in which they operate. Obstacle detection and avoidance systems have functionality limitations and substantially add to the computational complexity of the onboard equipment of flying vehicles. Furthermore, they often cannot identify difficult-to-detect obstacles such as windows and wires. Robustness to physical contact with the environment is essential to mitigate these limitations and continue mission completion. However, many current mechanical impact protection concepts are either not sufficiently effective or too heavy and cumbersome, severely limiting the flight time and the capability of flying in constrained and narrow spaces. Therefore, novel impact protection systems are needed to enable flying robots to navigate in confined or heavily cluttered environments easily, safely, and efficiently while minimizing the performance penalty caused by the protection method. Here, we report the development of a protection system for robotic rotorcraft consisting of a free-to-spin circular protector that is able to decouple impact yawing moments from the vehicle, combined with a cyclic origami impact cushion capable of reducing the peak impact force experienced by the vehicle. Experimental results using a sensor-equipped miniature quadrotor demonstrated the impact resilience effectiveness of the Rotary Origami Protective System (Rotorigami) for a variety of collision scenarios. We anticipate this work to be a starting point for the exploitation of origami structures in the passive or active impact protection of robotic vehicles.

INTRODUCTION

The emergence of rotorcraft aerial robots, popularly known as drones, offers major opportunities for applications in various areas, such as environmental sensing, sampling, and surveillance. Although the potential uses of flying robots are increasing, flying in complex, constrained environments still remains a challenge. Environments with several potential collision surfaces prove to be major limitations for unmanned aerial operations. To date, research into drone adaptation to cluttered environments has taken two different routes: (i) obstacle detection and avoidance (7–5) and (ii) mechanical impact resilience (6–18). Conventional approaches are largely focused on obstacle avoidance by using sensors to map the environment and potential collision surfaces. State-of-the-art obstacle-avoidance systems have their basis in either vision-aided techniques (19–27), such as optical flow (28–30), or distance sensors exploiting radar (31, 32), lidar (33), and sonar (34–36) technologies. A widely used obstacle detection and avoidance method is simultaneous localization and mapping, which builds an accurate map of obstacles by using high-precision onboard sensors (37–44). Other effectively demonstrated methods include collision-recovering controllers along with simple motion planners, enabling robots to navigate without complete knowledge of their surroundings. This technique allows aerial vehicles to fly in dark, Global Positioning System–denied environments (45).

Mechanical impact resilience is an alternative approach to impact protection. It seeks to cope with collisions rather than to avoid them, which can also complement avoidance-based methods. It is based on the fact that most conventional flying platforms are generally unable to sustain flight after a collision with a surface, because the disturbance from the impact will likely cause a loss of control and lead to a crash. Traditional drones are not equipped with any impact-resilience systems, with collisions often causing failure in the major components of the vehicle. Oblique collisions will also cause an additional yawing moment around the vehicle’s center of mass, possibly leading to instabilities, further collisions, and crashes, which generally include high impact forces and potential damage to the vehicle. Commercially available mechanical protection concepts are not sufficiently effective and are often based on rigid components that do not mitigate collision forces. For example, propeller guards made of expanded/extruded polystyrene foam (EPS/XPS) are used as a lightweight and inexpensive solution for the protection of commercial multicopter drones. However, because EPS and XPS are both rigid materials with poor elastic behavior (46, 47), they are unable to properly cushion impact forces in a recoverable manner.

Collision-resilient robots aim to increase the robustness of flight operations and can be deployed where collisions are unavoidable. Advanced mechanical concepts have been developed to tackle this problem innovatively by mitigating the translational and rotational effects of collisions on the flying platform. However, in general, these concepts are heavy and cumbersome, severely limiting the flight time and the capability of flying in constrained and narrow spaces. As an example, GimBall (7) outstandingly reduced the impact of friction forces on the attitude of the flying platform but imposed considerable penalties on flight time, versatility, and transport-ability of the vehicle. Moreover, it did not cushion impact forces; thus, normal collisions still led to high loads on the vehicle and the colliding object.

Mitigating the impact forces in both normal and oblique collisions is a major challenge, especially for very small vehicles for which substantial payload constraints prevent the possibility of
using large and heavy protective structures. Origami engineering can be a solution to address this structural design challenge. Over the past decade, origami (the traditional Japanese art of paper folding) has found numerous novel applications in various areas of robotics (48–59). Because of the wide range of applications of origami engineering, the structural (60, 61), acoustic (62, 63), and thermal (64) properties of origami-inspired structures and metamaterials have been of great interest to scientists and engineers. For example, origami structures have been used as impact protection concepts (65–67) for potential applications such as novel crash boxes in automotive industry (68, 69). Furthermore, biological morphing structures, such as insect and bird wings, have inspired the development of origami patterns, typically finite folding patterns with a small number of vertices, as concepts for mechanical flapping wings (70–73).

In this paper, we report the design and development of a lightweight and cost-effective mechanical impact protection system for miniature quadrotor aerial platforms, and we compare it with traditional rigid propeller protection concepts. The proposed design allows these platforms to remain stable after a variety of normal and oblique collisions that are intolerable with rigid protectors. Furthermore, because collisions would become more tolerable and because flight speed through complex environments can be limited due to sensing and compensation time scales, the proposed design may allow locomotion at potentially higher speeds. Last, impact avoidance strategies can be complemented with the impact resilient nature of the proposed design, leading to a potential reduction in the weight and complexity of the employed onboard sensors.

RESULTS
Analysis, design, and development
The principle of individual propeller guards (Fig. 1A) is currently the most common protection accessory for multicopters. Although several variations of this configuration exist (including four connected and stringed guards), the principle drawback remains the same: Because the guard is fixed to the drone, the moments induced due to the arising tangential force $F_t$ and normal force $F_n$ both contribute to the yawing moment about the center of the drone that causes flight instability.

As an improvement on the common individual protectors, we aimed to develop a mechanical system that withstands collisions effectively and can be integrated into existing flying platforms. A slightly improved variation to be considered in this conceptual analysis is the decoupled individual propeller guard (Fig. 1B): If the propeller guard was to rotate independently from the drone, assuming a decoupled system is implemented, then the moment arm due to $F_t$ would be reduced. However, this configuration has the same low resilience against the yawing moment induced by the normal force as in the previous configuration.

The advantage of a fixed universal (protecting all propellers) protector (Fig. 1C) over individual guards for a multicopter is that, in the case of a universal guard, the normal force, $F_n$, does not produce any yawing moment around the center of mass of the multicopter, assuming that the guard rotates around its center of mass (8, 74). The final and most advantageous design considered is a decoupled universal protector (Fig. 1D). Theoretically, assuming that
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**Fig. 1.** Conceptual analysis, design, and development of Rotorigami for quadcopters. (A to D) Graphical representations of four mechanical protection systems: (A) fixed individual propeller protector, (B) rotary individual propeller protector, (C) fixed universal protector, and (D) rotary universal protector. (E) Rotary universal protector with origami cushion. (F) Laser-cut pattern and its detailed view before and after folding along its perforated crease lines. (G) A miniature quadcopter equipped with Rotorigami (Rotary Origami Protective System) in a plan view and (H) in flight.
the center of the universal protector is coincident with the center of mass of the drone and that the friction in rotational joints between the platform and the protector is negligible, a decoupled universal protector will eliminate all yawing moments arising from the collision.

In addition to moment decoupling as a first strategy, a second strategy to enhance the impact robustness of aerial robots is to minimize the peak collision force experienced by the platform. Given the weight of the protector as a main challenge and to realize the notion of an ultralightweight impact cushion, we demonstrated the functionality of an origami impact protector made of a very thin plastic sheet (Fig. 1, E to H). Among a large variety of origami patterns, the Miura-ori (75–78) is perhaps the most widely used tessellation in engineering design as a result of its manufacturing simplicity, geometric versatility, and desirable functional properties. In addition to free-form variations (79), several studies have pro-posed symmetric derivatives for this pattern that can alter both the form and the functionality of the original pattern [see, e.g., (80, 81)]. Variations with finite symmetry groups include several descendants with rosette symmetry [i.e., two-dimensional point groups (82)], including cyclic and dihedral descendants. By using a group--theoretic framework (83), we have designed an extensive family of isomorphic (84–86) and nonisomorphic (87, 88) wallpaper--symmetric (89) variations for this pattern (Fig. 2A). Whereas wallpaper derivatives of the pattern are useful as concepts for axial springs and shock absorbers, rosette variations can be used as radial springs and shock absorbers due to their radial transformation. On the basis of a simple cyclic variation of the Miura-ori (Fig. 2B) (90–93), which allows a straightforward manufacturing process, we developed a protector capable of reducing the peak force expe rienced by the vehicle in a collision.

Modeling the cyclic origami ring as a function of five geometric parameters (Fig. 3A) enabled us to produce an array of different models that served as inputs to finite element analysis (FEA). The origami ring was a thin-walled structure (94), and the miniature drone was a low-speed, lightweight vehicle. As a result, to choose a suitable design for the ring, we adapted the quasi-static FEA simulation method, which is widely used for evaluating impacts of thin-walled structures (95–100). The simulations involved displacing a rigid plate toward the center of the origami structures (see the Supplementary Materials for details). By performing a series of identical simulations on origami structures with varying geometric parameters, it was possible to carry out a comparative analysis, relating those parameters to the stiffness and energy absorption capabilities of the structures under compression.

The two parameters that affect the overall geometry of the structure are the number of radial segments, \( n \), and the pattern angle, which composed a set of models to be simulated (Fig. 3C). After processing the FEA results, the structural behavior of each model was determined (for details, see the “Parametric comparative analysis of origami structures” section in the Supplementary Materials). Specific outputs were extracted from the resulting force-versus--displacement curves to characterize the structural performance of each model for the purpose of choosing a suitable design. These outputs were (i) the elastic energy (temporarily absorbed by the structure until it slips out of plane), (ii) the peak reaction force during compression, and (iii) the mass of the structure. It is desirable to have a lightweight protective structure with high elastic energy absorption capacity, that is, a structure with high specific elastic energy (elastic energy per unit mass). Furthermore, to minimize the risk of damage to the vehicle, the protective ring must have a relatively low peak reaction force during compression.

The results showed that if the projected height of the structure, \( H \), on the compressing plate is small in proportion to its width, \( W \) (Fig. 3B), then it will be more unstable (i.e., prone to elastic buckling). By increasing the pattern angle of the structure, it not only gets thinner (in proportion to its height), but there are also fewer fold lines per unit width, and the facets are each elongated in the direction of the force applied. The structure therefore becomes less stiff and more unstable. Moreover, we noticed that the energy absorbed for low pattern angles is also low (Fig. S5). In this case, the stiffness is so high that the structure slips quickly out of plane due to a high applied force before absorbing a considerable amount of energy. Furthermore, analyses of the stiffness and the energy absorption capabilities of the model implied that, although increasing the number of radial segments makes the structure stiffer, it also makes the structure less stable. Last, as can be seen in fig. S7, reducing the pattern angle and increasing the number of radial segments create the most lightweight structures. The specific energy analysis (fig. S8) indicated that, in general, a more desirable design can be achieved by choosing a pattern angle of 30°. In addition, it was observed that, as a general trend, increasing the number of radial segments increases the peak reaction force.

In addition to the structural design considerations and to provide a well-suit ed design for the intended application, we took into account the manufacturability of the structure at small scale (to suit the palm-sized flying robot used in this study) as an extra design consideration. Although increasing \( n \) at a con-stant would create a more desirable ring in terms of structural performance, it would also make the hand-folding process increasingly difficult. This is due to
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Fig. 2. Concept selection for a circular variation of the Miura-ori and its folding transformation. (A) Family tree displaying the symmetric descendants of the Miura fold pattern. (B) Three states in the radial transformation of a cyclic variation of the Miura-ori.
two reasons. First, increasing \( n \) proportionally increases the number of internal vertices of the structure. This not only increases the number of lines to be folded but also makes the facets progressively smaller. Keeping in mind the limits of manual fabrication, as the facets become smaller, folding the pattern without damage to internal facets poses a substantial fabrication challenge. As a result, for the given size of the ring, we manufactured a structure with \( n = 40 \) as a reasonable trade-off between structural performance and manufacturability.

On the basis of the abovementioned considerations, we chose a suitable design with \( \alpha = 30^\circ \), \( n = 40 \), \( r = 82.0 \text{ mm} \), \( m = 5 \), and \( w_e/w_u = 0.8 \).
where \( r \) is the inner radius, \( m \) is the number of concentric layers (\( l_1 \) to \( l_n \)), and \( w_e/w_d \) is the normalized width of external facets (\( w_e \) is the external facets width, and \( w_d \) is the unchanged facets width for the pat-tern sequence) (see the left-hand side of Fig. 3D). As expected, the selected structure was observed to slip out of plane after an initial planar contraction in the FEA simulation (see the bottom part of Fig. 3D and the Supplementary Materials for the simulation setup). The force-versus-displacement-curve (Fig. 3D) confirms this slip in the form of a sudden drop in the reaction force on the plate after a displacement of \( x = 4.33 \) mm. The first derivative of this curve indicates two punctuated increases in its gradient at \( x = 1.74 \) mm and \( x = 2.47 \) mm. These points correspond to the moments when external vertices come into contact with the plate (Fig. 3E). This triggers the facets and fold lines that are linked to these vertices to experience bending, which stiffens the structure. However, the gradient then slowly decays until the slip point. Because the structure is not perfectly symmetrical about its horizontal plane, it will eventually buckle as the force imposed on it increases.

Collision experiments and analyses
To investigate the capabilities of the proposed protective concept, we carried out impact experiments with a miniature multirotor aerial robot. The following are the four universal design configura-tions that were tested for their impact resilience performance: (i) fixed naked (Fig. 1C), (ii) rotary naked (Fig. 1D), (iii) fixed origami--protected [Fig. 1E; without rotational degrees of freedom (DOF)], and (iv) rotary origami-protected (Fig. 1E; with rotational DOF) universal protectors. The peak impact force and angular speed of these design configurations were measured and analyzed to compare their corresponding impact protection qualities in normal and oblique collisions. In these experiments, pendulum swing tests were performed by using the quadcopter equipped with an inertial mea-surement unit (IMU) module as a pendulum mass. A maximum velocity of 1.2 m/s at the lowest point of the pendulum swing was set as a typical target velocity to simulate a horizontal collision to a sur-face. The masses of the robot naked and with the origami protector were not the same due to the added weight of the origami structure; the origami-protected configurations had a mass of 53.0 g, whereas the naked configurations were both 48.5 g. Hence, the impact forces were calculated from the actual mass of each design configuration. The impact surfaces were switched between smooth (acrylic glass) and rough (sandpaper with ISO Grit P80) to determine the effect of the friction coefficient of hitting surfaces. The pendulum string held the drone at certain positions to simulate impacts at different angles of collision with respect to the colliding surface, 30°, 60°, and 90° (normal collision). For each collision scenario, the average values of force and angular speed from five tests were plotted on the basis of 30 samples at a 600-Hz sampling frequency, with peak forces aligned to show relevant force and angular speed profiles before and after impact. Each line plot also contains its minimum and maximum occurred values in the sample data sets to show the range of the data (Figs. 4 and 5). The next two sections present the analyses of the experimental results.

Impact-cushioning strategy: Naked versus origami-protected configurations
The collision duration in the origami-protected systems was observed to be notably longer than that of the naked systems, provid-ing a substantial level of impact cushioning. We began by comparing the impact protection quality between naked and origami--protected systems in a normal collision (movie S1). The force and angular speed profiles of both systems for each experiment setup are plotted in the same figure to aid visual comparison (Fig. 4 and table S1). The peak force reduction turned out to be around 30% for both fixed (Fig. 4, A and C) and rotary (Fig. 4, B and D) origami-protected systems when compared with the naked configurations.

The next study consisted of collisions at 60° (movie S2); given the fact that impacts at this angle are closer to normal rather than tangential collision, the normal component of the impact force was dominant. The peak force reduction by the origami structure in both fixed and rotary configurations was around 38% on average. Last, for impacts at 30° with respect to the collision surface, in which the tangential collision force was dominant, the peak force reduction was around 20%.

Moment-decoupling strategy: Fixed versus rotary configurations
To investigate the performance of the rotary configurations com-pared with the fixed ones, we plotted force and angular speed data in a way similar to the previous section. In this case, rather than comparing naked and origami-protected systems, data for the fixed and the rotary systems were plotted in the same graph for each experiment setup. The effect of the rotary concept on the reduction of rotational speed after impact was demonstrated in the 30° impact experiments (Fig. 5 and movie S3), where the tangential component of collision force was relatively large. As anticipated, every fixed protection system displayed considerably higher rotational speed after impact compared with the rotary systems. Specifically, the fixed protection systems were not effective against the rough surface in sliding collisions, because the average maximum angular speed for fixed naked and fixed origami-protected systems were recorded to be around 814 and 697 degrees per second (DPS), respectively. Although those values for the fixed protection system on the smooth surface were lower compared with those of the rough surface due to lower friction, they were still significantly high: around 392 and 579 DPS for fixed naked and fixed origami-protected systems, respectively. In contrast, the rotary systems effectively decoupled shear impact force, resulting in an average maximum angular speed of one order of magnitude smaller compared with those of the fixed protection systems in the collision scenarios above. In the 60° collision experi-ments, again, the rotary protection systems showed superior impact--reduction performance in all tests: On average, a reduction in angular speed around 82% (fig. S13 and table S1) was achieved for the four collision scenarios by using the moment-decoupling strategy. In normal collisions, the fixed and rotary systems performed simi-larly as expected because of the dominance of the normal com-ponent of the collision force (fig. S14 and table S1).

DISCUSSION
By combining a ring-shaped origami structure and a passively rotating universal circular frame, we developed and demonstrated an effective protection system that could cushion impact to reduce the overall collision peak force experienced by the drone and decouple the induced yawing moment from the platform (Fig. 6A). Extensive experimental work in a range of impact angles on both smooth and rough surfaces demonstrated that the simultaneous exploitation of these two concepts is the most advantageous design configuration
Fig. 4. Force and angular speed profiles in the normal collision (contact angle, 90°) at 1.2 m/s for the naked and origami-protected configurations on the rough and smooth surfaces. The design configuration and collision conditions related to each impact scenario are illustrated by icons above each graph. The shaded areas represent the range of data (from five trials) corresponding to each collision. (A) Rough surface with fixed protector. (B) Rough surface with rotary protector. (C) Smooth surface with fixed protector. (D) Smooth surface with rotary protector.
Fig. 5. Force and angular speed profiles at a contact angle of 30° and initial speed 1.2 m/s for fixed and rotary configurations on rough and smooth surfaces. The design configuration and collision conditions related to each impact scenario are illustrated by icons above each graph. The shaded areas represent the range of data (from five trials) corresponding to each collision. (A) Rough surface with naked protector. (B) Rough surface with origami protector. (C) Smooth surface with naked protector. (D) Smooth surface with origami protector.
in terms of the overall impact resilience quality (Fig. 6B). In summary, origami-protected systems offered about 30% improvement in the peak impact force reduction compared with naked-protection systems in all tested collision scenarios. By changing the material thickness and perforation settings on a laser or blade cutter, this protector can be fabricated with different levels of stiffness for diverse applications, providing a range of softness levels and therefore a range of peak force reduction capacities appropriate for various missions and environments. For example, for low-speed hovering around people and animals or in an area with delicate and fragile obstacles, the origami ring must be scored or perforated more deeply; this may provide a relatively soft protective structure that makes the vehicle safe to fly around vulnerable obstacles.

The concept motivates future research on the utility of origami structures for enhancing the impact resilience of aerial and ground robotic vehicles. Future research will also need to incorporate dynamic and aerodynamic flight studies of the proposed concept. An important note is that, although the universal protective configuration improves the collision resilience of the vehicle by improving its response to the impact-yawing moment, there is a pitching moment increase penalty due to the larger moment arm for the in-plane component of the impact force, compared with individual protective configuration. This increased pitching moment could cause the vehicle to tip over upon contact with the obstacle in the naked configurations. However, experiments showed (movies S1 and S4) that, by equipping the vehicle with an origami ring, the tendency of the vehicle to pitch is substantially decreased. This improved stability could be explained as the combination of three factors: First, the origami ring considerably increases the mass moment of inertia of the vehicle with respect to the pitch axis; second,
the aerodynamic resistance to pitch is larger for the origami-protected system due to its increased contact area; and finally, the peak impact force (and therefore its out-of-plane component) is smaller in the origami-protected configurations, leading to decreased tendency to tip over upon impact.

Although this study was confined to a passive structure, it could be a starting point for developing advanced concepts with actively deployable origami structures capable of adjusting their stiffness for optimal contact with different surfaces. These structures could be fully folded (retracted) when the vehicle is not flying in a cluttered environment, that is, where it experiences a higher risk of collision to obstacles. This could lead to improved flight endurance. To enhance crash resilience, a second generation of this protective concept should include an active mechanism that protects the aerial robot in top and bottom collisions, without compromising the physical compactness of the vehicle. Furthermore, the same design principles can be extended and applied to other protected configurations, such as the individual propeller guards (Fig. 6C) and uni-versal frames with modular origami impact cushions (Fig. 6, D and E). Future research may consider advanced structural concepts and further optimization of the protective ring. This may include kirigami-inspired structures with cutout facets to decrease the structural mass of the system while preserving an appropriate level of structural performance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protective system fabrication and aerial platform selection

The impact-protection origami structure was folded manually from a 0.2-mm-thick laser-cut sheet of polypropylene (Fig. 1F). To facilitate folding and to ensure the accurate geometric replication of the origami model, we engraved perforations along the fold lines of the pattern using a Versa CO₂ laser cutter (Universal Laser Systems PLS6.75). To change their depth and width, we engraved these fold line perforations by using different power settings on the laser cutter. Because low engraving power settings may create scores that do not cut through the entire thickness of the sheet, the mountain and valley fold lines were engraved separately on each side of the sheet. The plastic deformation created along the fold lines is an important element to consider when assessing the structural performance of the manufactured protection structure. The structure was assembled on a three-dimensionally printed acrylonitrile butadiene styrene plastic frame in the form of a cylindrical shell with a thickness of 1.1 mm. The palm-sized quadrotor Crazyflie 2.0 was chosen to be the testing platform. Its small size (92 mm × 92 mm × 29 mm) and reasonable payload capacity of up to 18 g ensured that the protection frame and the origami structure were fabricated on a small scale, thereby reducing complexities in their manufacturing processes. The small size and the limited payload of this platform also demonstrated the benefits of origami-inspired solutions as impact-protection structures. These benefits include low weight and high design flexibility to achieve a desirable level of structural performance by perforating and folding an inexpensive plastic sheet.

Finite element simulations setup

The folded model was a three-dimensional shell object. When importing it into Abaqus FEA, we added thickness to it with the surface of the object as the mid-plane. This means that, whereas the geometry of the structure was accurately represented in these models, the nature of the fold lines (with perforations and plastic deformation) was not. Perforations and plastic deformation at the fold lines reduce the stiffness of the structure, which is very difficult to accurately represent in FEA simulations. However, the Abaqus models used in the finite element simulations were very useful for a comparative analysis to make a design decision. Because this study was only concerned with horizontal impact, the simulation involved displacing a vertical rigid plate toward the center of the protection structure. For the purpose of a comparative parametric analysis, it was important to be consistent in the choice of loads and boundary constraints imposed on the structure. The origami structures were meshed by using S4R shell elements. To analyze exclusively the structural behavior of the origami structure, we omitted the other components in the assembly (the quadrotor and the supportive frame) from the simulations and replaced them by a rigid body constraint on the innermost vertices of the origami structure. Figure S2B shows this constraint in Abaqus, where the vertices marked in red are parts of a fully constrained rigid body.

Collision experiments setup and data logging system

To obtain certain collision velocities, we used a simple energy conservation equation between potential and kinetic energy \( E = mgh = 0.5mv^2 \) to calculate the required height at a pendulum releasing point, where \( E \) is the total amount of mechanical energy, \( m \) is the pendulum mass, \( h \) is the height of the pendulum from the releasing point to the point of impact, and \( v \) is the velocity upon impact to the wall. An electromagnet was used to hold and release the vehicle precisely to make sure that each collision has the same initial velocity and initial orientation for each testing configuration (Fig. S15A).

We integrated a miniature data logging system into the aerial robot for the measurement of dynamic variables. The MinIMU-9 V5 with LSM6DS33 (featuring a three-axis accelerometer and a three-axis gyroscope) and LIS3MDL (featuring a three-axis magnetometer) was chosen as an IMU due to its small size, high data rate, and broad range of sensing. The Adafruit Feather M0 data logger with micro secure digital (SD) card module was programmed and connected to work with the above sensor. The connection diagram was shown in fig. S15B. An Arduino library for LSM6 devices from Pololu was modified by using the SdFat library to increase micro SD card writing speed \((101, 102)\). An Ultra Micro secure digital high capacity (SDHC) card with UHS-I bus interface was tested with the data logger in terms of sensor data writing speed. A maximum reliable writing rate of 600 Hz was achieved with minimum and maximum time steps of 1661 and 1673 s, respectively, between successive data samples. To match the above SD card data writing rate, certain LSM6 control registers were changed from default values to modify sensor ranges and data rates (see table S2). In this configuration, the accelerometer range was set at the maximum value of ±16g and with the data rate of 833 Hz to ensure that the sampling rate was high enough that the data logger would log a new data point from the sensor every time.
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Fig. S1: Estimation of the inner diameter of a fully folded cyclic Miura-ori ring.

Fig. S2: Finite elements simulations setup.

Fig. S3: Top view of a model displaying the angles between successive external vertices.

Fig. S4: Stiffness of each model in the parametric matrix.

Fig. S5: Energy absorbed by each model in the parametric matrix.
Fig. S6. Ratio of height to width of each model in the parametric matrix.
Fig. S7. Mass of each model in the parametric matrix.
Fig. S8. Specific energy for each model in the parametric matrix.
Fig. S9. Peak reaction force for each model in the parametric matrix.
Fig. S10. Effect of the width of the most external facets (parameter E).
Fig. S11. Force and angular speed profiles at a contact angle of 60° for naked and origami-protected configuration on rough and smooth surfaces.
Fig. S12. Force and angular speed profiles at a contact angle of 30° for fixed and rotary configuration on rough and smooth surfaces.
Fig. S13. Force and angular speed profiles at a contact angle of 60° for fixed and rotary configuration on rough and smooth surfaces.
Fig. S14. Force and angular speed profiles at a contact angle of 90° for fixed and rotary configuration on rough and smooth surfaces.
Fig. S15. Mechanical and electronic setup of the collision experiments.
Fig. S16. Manufacturing process of the Rotorigami.

Table S1. Summary of experimental results.
Table S2. Control registers for the IMU.
Table S3. Control registers for the IMU.
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